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ABSTRACT 

This report provides information to members with regard to services in the Vibrant Communities and 
Sustainable Growth Directorate, albeit that a decision is not required in terms of the current Scheme 
of Delegation to Officers and the Order of Reference of Committees. 

 

1. BACKGROUND 

 Angus Council, at a special meeting on 19 November 2013 took a number of decisions which 
changed the way the Council conducted its committee business. Fundamental to this was the 
streamlining of processes with a focus on key strategy and policy matters. 

One element of this was the production of ”Information Reports”. These information reports 
summarise information that would in the past have gone to a council committee for “noting”.  

The information schedules are in accordance with that principle.  

 

2. SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION - SCHEDULES 

There is one schedule which contains key background information related to services 
delivered in the Vibrant Communities and Sustainable Growth directorate for the period 
2023/24.These are accessed via the Council’s internet page.  

Where there are references to other documents (eg: consultation documents/audit reports) 
that are associated with the relevant schedule a link to that document has also been included.  

 

3. REPORT AUTHOR 

This report and associated schedules have been compiled by Dawn Rennie, Team Leader 
who can be contacted by emailing communities@angus.gov.uk 
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Information Report – Schedule 1  
 
Holiday Food and Fun 
 
  
This schedule sets out an update on the 2024 Holiday Food and Fun Provision, provides information 
on the activities and the positive impact this funding has provided. 
 
At the Special Council budget setting meeting in March 2023 £200,000 was allocated to the Holiday 
Food & Fun programme. Subsequently a further £83,000 was awarded from the Scottish 
Government. 

Our 2023/4 spend totalled £253,239.40  to January 2024 with an expected allocation of £37,139.60  
(for April 2024) allocated to partners by the end of the financial year this funding includes resource of 
1 day a week to coordinate the programme. 

This year we have worked with a total of 58 Partners during the four holiday periods, with 18 
partners offering Additional Support Needs services including the provision of transportation for 
children who qualify for a school taxi.  

The Summer Holiday Food and Fun investment generated 365 employment or volunteering 
opportunities.   

An impressive 16,283 children participated in the sessions, enjoying access to a wide range of 
activities and healthy foods free of charge. We offered 5,083 free swim sessions, a vital life skill.  

Wider Impact and Outcomes 
Free food provisions throughout the holiday breaks: Provision of food is one of the key drivers for 
attendance at events – access to healthy snacks and free social events with food all help reduce cost 
of living pressures for families (including those on a low income from employment).  
 
Free Activities for Children: Positive feedback from parents and partners on the free universal 
swimming has been notable. Comments such as not being able to afford this activity otherwise;  
Taking children away from screen time; being active as a family group; access to a hot shower 
(saving the cost of heating water at home). Further comments can be seen in Schedule 2. 
 
Employment and Volunteering Opportunities: The provision supports both employment and 
volunteering opportunities throughout Angus which may not otherwise have been possible. Partners 
have also created a number of long-term employment positions as a result of the initial engagement 
with Holiday Food & Fun provision.  
 
Continued interaction with services throughout the holidays support services to connect with 
families term time: Staff working with families involved in the Children Families and Justice Service, 
note a huge improvement in relationships post - holiday provision. The capacity to build positive 
relationships in a less formal manner which later supports engagement in statutory provision. 

Impact on Attainment the Scottish Attainment Challenge Team are working to gather data on impact 
on attainment post-Holiday Food & Fun provision. We know attendance for pupils who engaged with 
holiday provision was largely maintained or improved, because of the engagement by parents and 
children attending targeted holiday activities.  Pupils have shown to return to class more settled and 
ready to learn.  
 
Improvement of parent health and wellbeing through specialist advice and social interaction: 
When available, there is a high level of engagement with partners providing Mental Health and 
Wellbeing advice (e.g., Chams tent) along with Welfare Rights and other specialist agencies - these 
agencies often provide their services free of charge or at a low cost.  

The Holiday Food and Fun programme brings additional socio-economic advantages. Officers 
responsible for assessing applications ensure most activities are kept within Angus, therefore, 



contributing to the local economy and community wealth building principles. Partners endeavour to 
support local businesses by sourcing food and snacks from nearby establishments whenever feasible. 
 
Working collaboratively, partners have identified strengths and weaknesses of provision. Of note, was 
the hugely positive impact on children and families and the creation of a “value for money” provision.  

Public Transport was recognised as a problematic area. Lack of availability and confidence in 
accessing the buses were noted as barriers. Partners will look at individual projects to overcome 
these challenges. We have however, supported the provision of ASN Taxis to support our most 
vulnerable children to travel safely in order to access targeted provision.  

Next Steps 

The work to develop the Holiday Food and Fun programme over the last 5 years has successfully 
built capacity with partners and created a network of providers. With the extreme financial challenges 
being faced by Angus Council, and reduced funding from Scottish Government we are in discussion 
around how the Holiday Food and Fun programmes becomes sustainable; a meeting has been 
arranged with Partners to develop the program further including exploring external funding and private 
investment to sustain the Holiday Food & Fun provision. The direct and indirect benefits from this 
initiative are significant and we understand the need to find sustainable solutions to secure this 
important provision long term and build on the outcomes achieved.  Although efforts are ongoing to 
secure external and private funding it should be noted that more time is required for this to happen 
and funding is required to keep the coordinator resource in place and the activities running over the 
summer.    

 





 


